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Abstract
We discuss a new class of brane models (extending both p-brane
and Dp-brane cases) where the brane tension appears as an additional
dynamical degree of freedom instead of being put in by hand as an
ad hoc dimensionfull scale. Consistency of dynamics naturally in-
volves the appearence of additional higher-rank antisymmetric tensor
gauge fields on the world-volume which can couple to charged lower-
dimensional branes living on the original Dp-brane world-volume.
The dynamical tension has the physical meaning of electric-type field
strength of the additional higher-rank world-volume gauge fields. It
obeys Maxwell (or Yang-Mills) equations of motion (in the string case
p = 1) or their higher-rank gauge theory analogues (in the Dp-brane
case). This in particular triggers a simple classical mechanism of
(“color”) charge confinement.
1
1 Introduction
The crucial relevance of Dirichlet p-branes (Dp-branes) [1], i.e., p + 1-
dimensional extended objects in space-time on which the ends of funda-
mental open strings can be confined, is largely appreciated and exploited in
modern string theory (for reviews of string and brane theories, see [2, 3, 4]).
Their importance is primarily due to the following basic properties: provid-
ing explicit realization of non-perturbative string dualities, microscopic de-
scription of black-hole physics, gauge theory/gravity correspondence, large-
radius compactifications of extra dimensions, brane-world scenarios in par-
ticle phenomenology, etc. .
When building actions in geometrically motivated field theories, which
is the class where strings and branes belong, one of the most important
ingredients is the consistent generally-covariant integration measure den-
sity, i.e., covariant under arbitrary diffeomorphisms (reparametrizations)
on the underlying space-time manifold. A priori there are no compelling
geometric reasons restricting us to the natural choice, which is the stan-
dard Riemannian metric density
√−g with g ≡ det ||gµν ||. For instance,
introducing additional D scalar fields ϕi (i = 1, . . . ,D whereD is the space-
time dimension) we may employ the following alternative non-Riemannian
measure density Φ(ϕ) :
Φ(ϕ) ≡ 1
D!
εµ1...µDεi1...iD∂µ1ϕ
i1 . . . ∂µDϕ
iD . (1)
Making use of (1) allows to construct a broad class of new models involving
Gravity called Two-Measure Gravitational Models [5], whose actions are
typically of the form:
S =
∫
dDxΦ(ϕ)L1 +
∫
dDx
√−g L2 , (2)
L1,2 = e
αφ
MP
[
−1
κ
R(g,Γ) − 1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ+ (Higgs) + (fermions)
]
. (3)
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Here R(g,Γ) is the scalar curvature in the first-order formalism (i.e., the
connection Γ is independent of the metric), φ is the dilaton field, MP is
the Planck mass, etc.. Although naively the additional “measure-density”
scalars ϕi appear in (2) as pure-gauge degrees of freedom (due to the invari-
ance under arbitrary diffeomorphisms in the ϕi-target space), there is still a
remnant – the so called “geometric” field χ(x) ≡ Φ(ϕ)√−g , which remains an ad-
ditional dynamical degree of freedom beyond the standard physical degrees
of freedom characteristic to the ordinary gravity models with the standard
Riemannian-metric integration measure. The most important property of
the “geometric” field χ(x) is that its dynamics is determined solely through
the matter fields locally (i.e., without gravitational interaction). The latter
turns out to have a significant impact on the physical properties of the
two-measure gravity models which allows them to address various basic
problems in cosmology and particle physics phenomenology and provide
physically plausible solutions, for instance: (i) the issue of scale invariance
and its dynamical breakdown, i.e., spontaneous generation of dimension-
full fundamental scales; (ii) cosmological constant problem; (iii) geometric
origin of fermionic families.
In what follows we are going to apply the above ideas to the case
of string, p-brane and Dp-brane models. To make the exposition self-
contained Sections 2 and 3 below review our earlier works [6, 7] by pro-
viding a detailed description of the simplest p = 1 case - the class of new
modified-measure string models. Then in Section 4 we proceed with the
extension of our construction to the physically most interesting case of new
modified-measure Dp-brane models. Along the way we elaborate on vari-
ous important properties of the modified-measure string and brane models
with dynamical string/brane tension.
3
2 Bosonic Strings with a Modified World-Sheet
Integration Measure
First let us recall the standard Polyakov-type action for the bosonic string
[8]:
SPol = −T
∫
d2σ
1
2
√−γγab∂aXµ∂bXνGµν(X) . (4)
Here (σ0, σ1) ≡ (τ, σ); a, b = 0, 1; µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . ,D − 1; Gµν denotes
the Riemannian metric on the embedding space-time; γab is the intrin-
sic Riemannian metric on the 1 + 1-dimensional string world-sheet and
γ = det ||γab||; T indicates the string tension – a dimensionfull scale intro-
duced ad hoc. The resulting equations of motion w.r.t. γab and Xµ read,
respectively:
Tab ≡
(
∂aX
µ∂bX
ν − 1
2
γabγ
cd∂cX
µ∂dX
ν
)
Gµν(X) = 0 , (5)
1√−γ ∂a
(√−γγab∂bXµ)+ γab∂aXν∂bXλΓµνλ = 0 , (6)
where Γµνλ =
1
2G
µκ (∂νGκλ + ∂λGκν − ∂κGνλ) is the connection for the ex-
ternal metric.
Now, following the same ideas as in the construction of two-measure
gravity theories (2)–(3) let us introduce two additional world-sheet scalar
fields ϕi (i = 1, 2) and replace
√−γ with a new reparametrization-covariant
world-sheet integration measure density Φ(ϕ) defined solely in terms of ϕi:
Φ(ϕ) ≡ 1
2
εijε
ab∂aϕ
i∂bϕ
j = εijϕ˙
i∂σϕ
j . (7)
However, the naively generalized string action:
S1 = −1
2
∫
d2σΦ(ϕ)γab∂aX
µ∂bX
νGµν(X)
has a problem: the equations of motion w.r.t. γab lead to an unacceptable
condition Φ(ϕ) ∂aX
µ∂bX
νGµν(X) = 0, i.e., vanishing of the induced metric
on the world-sheet.
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To remedy the above situation let us consider topological (total deriva-
tive) terms
∫
Ω w.r.t. the standard Riemannian world-sheet integration
measure. Upon measure replacement
√−γ → Φ(ϕ), i.e., ∫ Ω → ∫ Ω Φ(ϕ)√−γ ,
the former are not any more topological – they will contribute nontrivially
to the equations of motion. For instance:
∫
d2σ
√−γ R→
∫
d2σΦ(ϕ)R , R =
εab
2
√−γ (∂aωb − ∂bωa) , (8)
where R is the scalar curvature w.r.t. D = 2 spin-connection ωa¯b¯a = ωaε
a¯b¯
(here a¯, b¯ denote tangent space indices). Note that the vector field ωa
behaves as world-sheet Abelian gauge field.
Eq.(8) prompts us to construct the following consistent modified bosonic
string action1:
S = −
∫
d2σΦ(ϕ)
[1
2
γab∂aX
µ∂bX
νGµν − ε
ab
2
√−γFab(A)
]
, (9)
where Φ(ϕ) is given by (7) and Fab(A) ≡ ∂aAb − ∂bAa is the field-strength
of an auxiliary Abelian gauge field Aa. The action (9) is reparametrization-
invariant as its ordinary string analogue (4). Furthermore, (9) is invariant
under diffeomorphisms in ϕ-target space supplemented with a special con-
formal transformation of γab :
ϕi −→ ϕ′ i = ϕ′ i(ϕ) , γab −→ γ′ab = Jγab , J ≡ det
∥∥∥∂ϕ′ i
∂ϕj
∥∥∥ . (10)
The latter symmetry, which we will call “Φ-extended Weyl symmetry”, is
the counterpart of the ordinary Weyl conformal symmetry of the standard
string action (4).
The equations of motion of the action (9) w.r.t. ϕi :
εab∂bϕ
i∂a
(
γcd∂cX
µ∂dX
νGµν(X)− ε
cd
√−γFcd
)
= 0 (11)
1In ref.[9] another interesting geometric modification of the standard bosonic string
model has been proposed, which is based on dynamical world-sheet metric and torsion.
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imply (provided Φ(ϕ) 6= 0) :
γcd∂cX
µ∂dX
νGµν(X)− ε
cd
√−γFcd =M
(
= const
)
. (12)
The equations of motion w.r.t. γab are:
Tab ≡ ∂aXµ∂bXνGµν(X)− 1
2
γab
εcd√−γFcd = 0 . (13)
Both Eqs.(12)–(13) yield M = 0 and:
(
∂aX
µ∂bX
ν − 1
2
γabγ
cd∂cX
µ∂dX
ν
)
Gµν(X) = 0 , (14)
which is the same as in standard Polyakov-type formulation (5).
The equations of motion w.r.t. Xµ read:
∂a
(
Φγab∂bX
µ
)
+Φγab∂aX
ν∂bX
λΓµνλ = 0 , (15)
where again Γµνλ is the connection corresponding to the external space-time
metric Gµν as in the standard string case (6).
Now, let us consider the equations of motion w.r.t. Aa resulting from
(9) :
εab∂b
(Φ(ϕ)√−γ
)
= 0 . (16)
The latter can be integrated to yield a spontaneously induced string tension:
Φ(ϕ)√−γ = const ≡ T .
Since the modified-measure string model (9) naturally requires the pres-
ence of the auxiliary Abelian world-sheet gauge field Aa, we may extend it
by introducing a coupling of Aa to some world-sheet charge current j
a :
S = −
∫
d2σΦ(ϕ)
[1
2
γab∂aX
µ∂bX
νGµν − ε
ab
2
√−γFab(A)
]
+
∫
d2σ Aaj
a .
(17)
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In particular, we may take ja to be the current of point-like charges on the
string, so that in the “static” gauge:
∫
d2σ Aaj
a = −
∑
i
ei
∫
dτA0(τ, σi) , (18)
where σi (0 < σ1 < . . . < σN ≤ 2pi) are the locations of the charges.
Now, instead of (16) the action (17) produces the following Aa-equations
of motion:
εab∂bE + j
a = 0 , E ≡ Φ(ϕ)√−γ . (19)
Note that Eqs.(19) look exactly as D = 2 Maxwell equations where the
variable dynamical string tension E ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−γ is identified as world-
sheet electric field strength, i.e., canonically conjugated momentum w.r.t.
A1.
The physical meaning of the dynamical string tension as world-sheet
electric field strength can be directly verified in the framework of the canon-
ical Hamiltonian treatment of the modified-measure string model (17). In-
deed, from the explicit form of the action (17) we find the canonical mo-
menta to be:
piϕi = −εij∂σϕj
[1
2
γab∂aX
µ∂bX
νGµν − ε
ab
2
√−γFab(A)
]
, (20)
piA1 ≡ E =
Φ(ϕ)√−γ , Pµ = −Φ(ϕ)
(
γ00X˙ν + γ01∂σX
ν
)
Gµν , (21)
Using (20)–(21) we obtain the canonical Hamiltonian as a linear combi-
nation of first-class constraints only. Part of the latter resemble the con-
straints in the ordinary string case piγab = 0 and
T± ≡ 1
4
Gµν
(Pµ
E
±Gµκ∂σXκ
)(Pν
E
±Gνλ∂σXλ
)
= 0 ,
where in the last Virasoro constraints the dynamical string tension E ap-
pears instead of the ad hoc constant tension.
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The rest of the Hamiltonian constraints are piA0 = 0 and
∂σE −
∑
i
eiδ(σ − σi) = 0 , (22)
which is precisely the D = 2 “Gauss law” constraint for the dynamical
string tension coinciding with the 0-th component of the Maxwell-type
Eq.(19). Finally, we have constraints involving only the measure-density
fields:
∂σϕ
ipiϕi = 0 ,
piϕ2
∂σϕ1
= 0 . (23)
The last two constraints span a closed Poisson-bracket algebra:{
∂σϕ
ipiϕi (σ) , ∂σ′ϕ
ipiϕi (σ
′)
}
=
2∂σϕ
ipiϕi (σ)∂σδ(σ − σ′) + ∂σ
(
∂σϕ
ipiϕi
)
δ(σ − σ′) ,
(a centerless Virasoro algebra), and:{
∂σϕ
ipiϕi (σ) ,
piϕ2
∂σϕ1
(σ′)
}
= −∂σ
( piϕ2
∂σϕ1
)
δ(σ − σ′) .
Therefore, the constraints (23) imply that the measure-density scalars ϕi
are pure-gauge degrees of freedom. The only physical remnant of the latter
is the specific combination Φ(ϕ)√−γ (see first Eq.(21)) – the world-sheet electric
field-strength simultaneously playing the role of dynamical string tension.
3 Non-Abelian Generalization
We will now show that it is possible to introduce an alternative form of
topological term necessary to make consistent the modified-measure string
model which is built in terms of a non-Abelian auxiliary world-sheet gauge
field.
First, let us notice the following identity in D = 2 involving Abelian
gauge field Aa:
1
2
√−γ ε
abFab(A) =
√
1
2
Fab(A)Fcd(A)γacγbd . (24)
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This suggests the following proper extension of the modified-measure bosonic
string action (9) involving a non-Abelian (e.g., SU(N )) auxiliary gauge field
Aa (here we take for simplicity flat external metric Gµν = ηµν) :
S = −
∫
d2σΦ(ϕ)
[1
2
γab∂aX
µ∂bXµ −
√
1
2
Tr(Fab(A)Fcd(A))γacγbd
]
= −
∫
d2σΦ(ϕ)
[1
2
γab∂aX
µ∂bXµ − 1√−γ
√
Tr(F01(A)F01(A))
]
, (25)
where Fab(A) = ∂aAb − ∂bAc + i[Aa, Ab].
The action (25) is again invariant under the Φ-extended Weyl (confor-
mal) symmetry (10).
Notice that the “square-root” Yang-Mills action (with the regular Rie-
mannian metric integration measure):
∫
d2σ
√−γ
√
1
2
Tr(Fab(A)Fcd(A))γacγbd =
∫
d2σ
√
Tr(F01(A)F01(A))
(26)
is a “topological” action similarly to the D = 3 Chern-Simmons action, i.e.,
it is metric-independent.
Similarly to the Abelian case (17) we can also add a coupling of the
auxiliary non-Abelian gauge field Aa to an external “color”-charge world-
sheet current ja:
S = −
∫
d2σΦ(ϕ)
[1
2
γab∂aX
µ∂bXµ − 1√−γ
√
Tr(F01(A)F01(A))
]
+
∫
d2σ Tr (Aaj
a) . (27)
In particular, for a current of “color” point-like charges on the world-sheet
in the “static” gauge :
∫
d2σ Tr (Aaj
a) = −
∑
i
Tr Ci
∫
dτA0(τ, σi) , (28)
where σi (0 < σ1 < . . . < σN ≤ 2pi) are the locations of the charges.
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The action (27) produces the following equations of motion w.r.t. ϕi
and γab, respectively:
1
2
γcd∂cX
µ∂dXµ − 1√−γ
√
Tr(F01F01) =M
(
= const
)
, (29)
Tab ≡ ∂aXµ∂bXµ − 1√−γ γab
√
Tr(F01F01) = 0 . (30)
As in the Abelian case the above Eqs.(29)–(30) imply M = 0 and the
Polyakov-type equation (5).
Similarly to the Abelian case (19), the equations of motion of (27) w.r.t.
the auxiliary gauge field Aa resemble the D = 2 non-Abelian Yang-Mills
equations:
εab∇bE + ja = 0 , (31)
where:
∇aE ≡ ∂aE + i[Aa, E ] , E ≡ piA1 ≡
Φ(ϕ)√−γ
F01√
Tr(F01F01)
. (32)
Here E is the non-Abelian electric field-strength – the canonically conju-
gated momentum piA1 of A1, whose norm is the dynamical string tension
T ≡ |E| = Φ(ϕ)/√−γ.
The equations of motion for the dynamical string tension following from
(31) is:
∂a
(Φ(ϕ)√−γ
)
+ εab
Tr
(
F01j
b
)
√
Tr
(
F 201
) = 0 . (33)
In particular, in the absence of external charges (ja = 0) : T ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−γ =
T0 ≡ const
Finally, the Xµ-equations of motion ∂a
(
Φ(ϕ)γab∂bX
µ
)
= 0 resulting
from the action (27) can be rewritten in the conformal gauge
√−γγab = ηab
as:
Φ(ϕ)√−γ ∂
a∂aX
µ − j˜a∂aXµ = 0 , where j˜a ≡ εab
Tr
(
F01j
b
)
√
Tr
(
F 201
) . (34)
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For static charges j˜1 = −∑i e˜iδ(σ − σi) :
T ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−γ = T0 +
∑
i
e˜iθ(σ − σi) , e˜i ≡ Tr (F01Ci)√
Tr
(
F 201
)
∣∣∣∣∣
σ=σi
; (35)
T∂a∂aX
µ +
(∑
i
e˜iδ(σ − σi)
)
∂σX
µ = 0 →


∂a∂aX
µ = 0
∂σX
µ
∣∣∣∣∣
σ=σi
= 0
. (36)
Let us return to the D = 2 Yang-Mills-like Eqs.(31) whose 0-th compo-
nent ∂σE+ i
[
A1 , E
]
+ j0 = 0 is the “Gauss law” constraint for the dynam-
ical string tension (T ≡ |E| = Φ(ϕ)/√−γ). For point-like “color” charges
and using the gauge A1 = 0 (i.e., E → E˜ = GEG−1 whereA1 = −iG−1∂σG),
the latter reads:
∂σE˜ −
∑
i
C˜iδ(σ − σi) = 0 , C˜i ≡ GCiG−1
∣∣∣∣∣
σ=σi
. (37)
Let us consider the case of closed modified string with positions of the
“color” charges at 0 < σ1 < . . . < σN ≤ 2pi. Then, integrating the “Gauss
law” constraint (37) along the string (at fixed proper time) we obtain:
∑
i
C˜i = 0 , E˜i,i+1 = E˜i−1,i + C˜i , (38)
where E˜i,i+1 = E˜ in the interval σi < σ < σi+1.
The implications of Eqs.(35)–(38) can be summarize as follows:
• Eqs.(35)–(36) tell us that the modified-measure (closed) string with
N point-like (“color”) charges on it ((17) or (27)) is equivalent to N
chain-wise connected regular open string segments (stretching from
σi to σi+1, i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) which obey Neumann boundary con-
ditions.
• Each of the above open string segments, with end-points at the charges
ei and ei+1 (in the Abelian case) or Ci and Ci+1 (in the non-Abelian
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case), has different constant string tension Ti,i+1 such that Ti,i+1 =
Ti−1,i+
(∼)
e i (the non-Abelian e˜i are defined in (35)).
• Eq.(38) shows that the only (classically) admissable configuration
of “color” point-like charges coupled to a modified-measure closed
bosonic string is the one with zero total “color” charge, i.e., the model
(27) provides a classical mechanism of “color” charge confinement.
4 Dp-Branes With Dynamical Tension
Our construction from the previous two sections can be extended to the case
of higher-dimensional extended objects with dynamical tension embracing
both (ordinary) p-branes and Dp-branes. First, let us recall the standard
formulation of Dp-branes given in terms of the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI)
action [4] :
SDBI = −T
∫
dp+1σ
[
e−αU
√
− det ||Gab −Fab||+ ε
a1...ap+1
p+ 1
Ca1...ap+1
]
,
(39)
with the following short-hand notations:
Gab ≡ ∂aXµ∂bXνGµν(X) , Fab ≡ ∂aXµ∂bXνBµν(X)− Fab(A) , (40)
Ca1...ap+1 ≡ ∂a1Xµ1 . . . ∂ap+1Xµp+1Cµ1...µp+1(X) . (41)
Here Gµν(X), U(X), Bµν(X), and Cµ1...µp+1(X) are the background metric,
the dilaton, 2-form Neveu-Schwarz and (p+1)-form Ramond-Ramond gauge
fields, respectively, whereas Fab(A) = ∂aAb − ∂bAb is the field-strength of
the Abelian world-volume gauge field Aa. All world-volume indices take
values a, b = 0, 1, . . . , p and εa1...ap+1 is the (p + 1)-dimensional totally
antisymmetric tensor (ε01...p = 1).
Similarly to the string case we now introduce a modified world-volume
integration measure density in terms of p + 1 auxiliary scalar fields ϕi
12
(i = 1, . . . , p + 1) :
Φ(ϕ) ≡ 1
(p+ 1)!
εi1...ip+1ε
a1...ap+1∂a1ϕ
i1 . . . ∂ap+1ϕ
ip+1 , (42)
and use it to construct the following new p-brane-type action (coupling to
the Ramond-Ramond background field is omitted for simplicity)2:
S = −
∫
dp+1σΦ(ϕ)
[
e−βU
1
2
ζab (Gba −Fba)+ 1√−ζΩ(A)
]
+
∫
dp+1σ L(A) .
(43)
Here apart from (40) the following new notations are used. The (p + 1)×
(p + 1) matrix ζab of auxiliary variables is an arbitrary world-volume 2-
tensor, ζab denotes the corresponding inverse matrix (ζacζcb = δ
a
b ) and
ζ ≡ det ||ζab||. The term Ω(A) indicates a topological density given in
terms of some additional auxiliary gauge (or matter) fields AI living on the
world-volume, where “topological” means:
∂Ω
∂AI − ∂a
(
∂Ω
∂∂aAI
)
= 0 identically , i.e. δΩ(A) = ∂a
(
∂Ω
∂∂aAI δA
I
)
.
(44)
L(A) describes possible coupling of the auxiliary fields AI to external “cur-
rents” on the brane world-volume.
The requirement for Ω(A) to be a topological density is dictated by
the requirement that the new brane action (43) (in the absence of the
last gauge/matter term
∫
dp+1σ L(A)) reproduces the standard Dp-brane
equations of motion resulting from the DBI action (39) apart from the
fact that the Dp-brane tension T ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−ζ becomes now an additional
dynamical degree of freedom (note that no ad hoc dimensionfull tension
2Some time ago a Polyakov-type action classically equivalent to the orig-
inal DBI-action of the Dp-brane (39) has been proposed in [10] : S =
−T
∫
dp+1σ
√−ζ
[
e−βU 1
2
ζab (Gba − Fba) − (p− 1)
]
. The advantage of the present more
general action (43) is that not only it yields variable dynamical brane tension and nat-
urally introduces additional higher-rank world-volume gauge fields, but also it does not
need a “cosmological” term.
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factor T has been introduced in (43)). Let us stress that, similarly to
the string case, the modified-measure brane model (43) naturally requires
(through the necessity to introduce topological density Ω(A)) the existence
on the world-volume of an additional (higher-rank tensor) gauge field A
apart from the standard world-volume Abelian vector gauge Aa.
Splitting the auxiliary tensor variable ζab = γab + ζ [ab] into symmetric
and anti-symmetric parts and setting ζ [ab] = 0, the action (43) reduces
to the action of the modified-measure model of ordinary p-branes [7] with
Neveu-Schwarz field Bµν and world-volume gauge field Aa disappearing and
γab assuming the role of world-volume Riemannian metric.
The most obvious example of a topological density Ω(A) for the addi-
tional auxiliary gauge/matter world-volume fields in (43) is:
Ω(A) = −ε
a1...ap+1
p+ 1
Fa1...ap+1(A) , Fa1...ap+1(A) = (p+ 1)∂[a1Aa2...ap+1] ,
(45)
where Aa1...ap denotes rank p antisymmetric tensor (Abelian) gauge field
on the world-volume. Further, as a physically interesting example let us
consider the following natural coupling of the auxiliary p-form gauge field:∫
dp+1σ L(A) =
∫
dp+1σAa1...apja1...ap (46)
to an external world-volume current:
ja1...ap =
∑
i
ei
∫
Bi
dpu
1
p!
εα1...αp
∂σa1i
∂uα1
. . .
∂σ
ap
i
∂uαp
δ(p+1)(σ − σi(u)) . (47)
Here ja1...ap is a current of charged (p − 1)-sub-branes Bi embedded into
the original p-brane world-volume via σa = σai (u) with parameters u ≡
(uα)α=0,...,p−1. For simplicity we assume that the Bi sub-branes do not
intersect each other.
With the choices (45) and (46)–(47) the action (43) becomes:
S = −
∫
dp+1σΦ(ϕ)
[
e−βU
1
2
ζab (Gba −Fba)− ε
a1...ap+1
(p+ 1)
√−ζ Fa1...ap+1(A)
]
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−
∫
dp+1σAa1...apεaa1...ap j˜a , (48)
with j˜a =
∑
i eiN (i)a , where N (i)a is the normal vector w.r.t. world-hyper-
surface of the (p− 1)-sub-brane Bi :
N (i)a ≡
1
p!
εab1...bp
∫
Bi
dpu
1
p!
εα1...αp
∂σa1i
∂uα1
. . .
∂σ
ap
i
∂uαp
δ(p+1)(σ − σi(u)) . (49)
Let us note that some time ago a modified p-brane model has been
proposed in ref.[11] which also contains world-volume p-form gauge field
Aa1...ap . However, the latter model is significantly different from (48) since
it is not of Polyakov-type and, moreover, Aa1...ap appears there quadrati-
cally rather than linearly.
More generally, for p + 1 = rs we can have a more general type of
topological density entering (43) :
Ω(A) = 1
rs
εa11...a1r ...as1...asrFa11...a1r (A) . . . Fas1...asr(A) (50)
with rank r − 1 (smaller than p) auxiliary world-volume gauge fields.
We may also employ non-Abelian auxiliary world-volume gauge fields
as in the string case. For instance, when p = 3 we may take:
Ω(A) = 1
4
εabcd Tr (Fab(A)Fcd(A)) (51)
or, more generally, for p+ 1 = 2q :
Ω(A) = 1
2q
εa1b1...aqbq Tr
(
Fa1b1(A) . . . Faqbq (A)
)
, (52)
where Fab(A) = ∂aAb − ∂bAa + i[Aa, Ab].
The modified-measure brane action (48) yields the following equations
of motion w.r.t. ϕi and ζab :
e−βU
1
2
ζab (Gba −Fba) + 1√−ζΩ(A) =M ≡ const , (53)
e−βU (Gab −Fab) + ζab 1√−ζΩ(A) = 0 . (54)
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Both Eqs.(53)–(54) imply:
ζab (Gba −Fba) = 2M p+ 1
p− 1e
βU ,
1√−ζΩ(A) = −
2M
p− 1 (55)
which when substituted in (54) give:
Gab −Fab = 2M
p− 1e
βU ζab (56)
We now consider the equations of motion of the modified brane action
(43) w.r.t. auxiliary (gauge) fields AI – these are the equations determining
the dynamical brane tension T ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−ζ :
∂a
(Φ(ϕ)√−ζ
) ∂Ω
∂∂aAI + jI = 0 , (57)
where jI ≡ ∂L∂AI − ∂a
(
∂L
∂∂aAI
)
is the corresponding “current” coupled to
AI . Note that the topological nature of Ω(A) (Eq.(44)) is crucial in the
derivation of (57). With the choice (46)–(47), Eq.(57) becomes:
∂a
(Φ(ϕ)√−ζ
)
+ j˜a = 0 , j˜a ≡
∑
i
eiN (i)a . (58)
It is straighforward to deduce from the action (48) that, similarly to the
modified string case (19), the dynamical brane tension is identified as the
electric-type field strength, i.e., the canonical momentum corresponding to
the p-form gauge field: piA1...p ≡ E = Φ(ϕ)√−ζ . Accordingly, Eqs.(58) are of the
same form as the Maxwell-type equations of motion for the p-form gauge
field in p+ 1 dimensions.
In particular, in the absence of coupling of external world-volume cur-
rents to the auxiliary (gauge) fields AI Eq.(57) (or (58)) imply:
T ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−ζ = C ≡ const (59)
Now, using Eqs.(53) and (56) it is straightforward to show that the mod-
ified brane action (43) with L(A) = 0 classically reduces to the standard
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Dp-brane DBI-action (39) :
S′DBI = −T ′
∫
dp+1σ e−β
′U
√
− det ||Gab −Fab|| , (60)
T ′ ≡ 1
2
C(2M)−
p−1
2 (p− 1) p+12 , β′ ≡ p+ 1
2
β , (61)
where, however, the Dp-brane tension T ′ is dynamically generated accord-
ing to (59) and (61).
More generally, recalling the definition (49) of N (i)a we find from (58)
that the dynamical brane tension T ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−ζ is piece-wise constant
on the world-volume with jumps when crossing the world-hypersurface of
each charged (p− 1)-sub-brane Bi. The corresponding jump being equal to
the charge magnitude ±ei (the overall sign depending on the direction of
crossing w.r.t. the normal N (i)a ).
Finally, let us consider the equations of motion of (43) w.r.t. the Abelian
Dp-brane vector gauge field Aa :
∂b
(
Φ(ϕ)ζ [ab]e−βU
)
= 0 , (62)
and the equations of motion w.r.t. the embedding coordinates Xµ (taking
into account Eqs.(62)) :
∂a
(
Φ(ϕ)ζ(ab)∂bX
µ
)
− 1
2
Φ(ϕ)Gµνβ∂νU ζ
[ab]Fab(A) +
Φ(ϕ)∂aX
λ∂bX
ν
[
ζ(ab)Γµλν(G¯) +
1
2
ζ [ab]Gµκ
(
β∂κUBλν −Hκλν(B)
)]
= 0 .(63)
where Γµλν(G¯) is the connection of the rescaled background metric G¯µν =
e−βUGµν :
Γµλν(G¯) =
1
2
G¯µκ
(
∂λG¯κν + ∂νG¯κλ − ∂κG¯λν
)
(64)
and Hκλν(B¯) is the field-strength of the background Neveu-Schwarz two-
form gauge field:
Hκλν(B) = ∂κBλν + ∂νBκλ + ∂λBνκ (65)
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Using (58), both Eqs.(62)–(63) can be rewritten in the form:
Φ(ϕ)√−ζ ∂bH˜
ab −
∑
i
eiN (i)b H˜ab = 0 , H˜ab ≡
√−ζ ζ [ab]e−βU , (66)
and:
Φ(ϕ)√−ζ
[
∂a
(√−ζζ(ab)∂bXµ)+ . . .]−∑
i
eiN (i)a
√−ζζ(ab)∂bXµ = 0 . (67)
The dots in the l.h.s. of (67) indicate the same expression as in the second
line of Eq.(63) with Φ(ϕ) substituted by
√−ζ.
Recalling again the definition (49) of the normal N (i)b w.r.t. the charged
(p − 1)-sub-branes Bi and the resulting property of the dynamical tension
T ≡ Φ(ϕ)/√−ζ being piece-wise constant on the world-volume with jumps
when crossing each sub-brane Bi, we find that Eqs.(66) imply:
∂bH˜
ab = 0 , H˜a⊥
∣∣∣∣∣Bi = 0 , (68)
where the superscript ⊥ indicates projection along the normal N (i)a w.r.t.
the world-hypersurface of sub-brane Bi. The first Eq.(68) can be viewed
as Bianchi identity for the field-strength of a new p− 2-form world-volume
gauge field Ba1...ap−2 (which can be viewed as dual variable w.r.t. anti-
symmetric part of ζab) :
Ha1...ap−1 = (p− 1)∂[a1Ba2...ap−1] , H˜ab ≡
1
(p− 1)!ε
abc1...cp−1Hc1...cp−1
(69)
with H˜ab as defined in (66). The second Eq.(68) shows that the restrictions
of the dual field strength H on each (p− 1)-sub-brane Bi vanish:
Hα1...αp−1
∣∣∣∣∣Bi = 0 (70)
Here the α1, . . . , αp−1 indicate p-dimensional world-hypersurface tensorial
indices on the sub-brane Bi. Let us note that the objects H˜ab and Ba1...ap−2
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already appeared in the Polyakov-type formulation of the standard (non-
modified) Dp-brane [10]. The new feature in the present modified-measure
Dp-brane model is the condition (70) on the dual field strength.
The same arguments from the previous paragraph applied to (67) im-
ply that Xµ satisfy the standard Dp-brane equations of motion (in the
Polyakov-type formulation [10]) :
∂a
(√−ζζ(ab)∂bXµ)− 1
2
√−ζGµνβ∂νU ζ [ab]Fab(A) +√−ζ∂aXλ∂bXν[ζ(ab)Γµλν(G¯) + 12ζ [ab]Gµκ (β∂κUBλν −Hκλν(B))
]
= 0 .(71)
together with Neumann boundary conditions on the world-hypersurfaces of
each charged (p− 1)-sub-brane Bi :
∂⊥Xµ
∣∣∣∣∣Bi = 0 , ∂⊥ ≡ N
(i)
a ζ
(ab)∂b (72)
(recall that the symmetric part γab ≡ ζ(ab) plays the role of (inverse) world-
volume Riemannian metric).
Let us consider again Eq.(58) and integrate it along arbitrary smooth
closed curve Γ on the Dp-brane world-volume which is transversal to (some
or all of) the (p − 1)-sub-brane Bi, we obtain the following constraints on
the possible sub-brane configurations:
∑
i
ei ni(Γ) = 0 , (73)
Here ni(Γ) is the sign-weighted total number of Γ crossing Bi. Eq.(73) is
the brane analog of the “color” charge confinement condition (first Eq.(38))
in the modified-measure string model. In the present p ≥ 2-brane case,
however, due to the much more complicated topologies of the pertinent
world-volumes Eq.(73) may yield various different types of allowed sub-
brane configurations.
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As a simple illustration, let us consider the simplest non-trivial case
p = 2 and take the static gauge for the p = 1 sub-branes (strings), i.e.,
the proper times of the charged strings coincides with the proper time of
the bulk membrane. The latter means that the fixed-time world-volume
of the bulk closed membrane is a Riemann surface with some number g
of handles and no holes. Further, we will assume the following simple
topology of the attached N charged strings Bi : upon cutting the membrane
surface along these attached strings it splits into N open membranes Mi
(i = 1, . . . , N) with Neumann boundary conditions (cf. (72)), each of which
being a Riemann surface with gi handles and 2 holes (boundaries) formed
by the strings Bi−1 and Bi, respectively3. The brane tension of Mi is a
dynamically generated constant Ti where Ti+1 = Ti + ei. In the present
configuration Eq.(73) evidently reduces to the constraint
∑
i ei = 0.
Thus, we conclude that similarly to the string case, modified-measure
Dp-brane models describe configurations of charged (p − 1)-branes with
charge confinement. Apart from the latter, in general there exist more
complicated configurations allowed by the constraint (73), whose properties
deserve further study.
5 Conclusions
Finally, let us sumarize the main features of the new class of modified-
measure string and brane models. The above discussion shows that:
• There exist natural from physical point of view modifications of world-
sheet and world-volume integration measures which may significantly
affect string and brane dynamics.
3The Euler characteristics of the bulk membrane Riemann surface is χ = 2 − 2g,
whereas for the open braneMi it is χi = 2− 2gi− 2, so that χ =
∑
i
χi or, equivalently,
g = 1 +
∑
i
gi.
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• Consistency of dynamics naturally requires the introduction of auxil-
iary world-sheet vector gauge field (in the string case) and higher-rank
world-volume antisymmetric tensor gauge fields in the general brane
case beyond the standard Dp-brane U(1) vector gauge field.
• The string/brane tension is not anymore a constant scale given ad
hoc, but rather appears as an additional dynamical degree of free-
dom beyond the ordinary string/brane degrees of freedom.
• The dynamical string/brane tension has physical meaning of an elec-
tric field strength for the auxiliary world-sheet/world-volume gauge
field.
• The dynamical string/brane tension obeys “Gauss law” constraint
equation and may be nontrivially variable in the presence of point-
like charges (on the string world-sheet) or charged lower-dimensional
branes (on the Dp-brane world-volume).
• Modified-measure string/brane models provide simple classical mech-
anisms for confinement of point-like “color” charges or charged lower-
dimensional branes due to variable dynamical tension.
Possible applications of the new class of modified-measure Dp-brane
models in the context of modern brane-world theories are currently being
studied. As a step in this direction we refer to the recent paper [12] where
by employing the modified integration measure density (1) a new confor-
mally invariant brane-world model without (bulk) cosmological constant
fine tuning has been constructed.
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